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Introduction
The ucdavisthesis class is a L A T E X 2 ε class that allows you to create a dissertation or thesis which conforms to UC Davis formatting requirements as of 2013. The output document has the necessary preliminary pages, margins, page number placement, etc. This class also provides most of the macros available in the report class, allowing for chapters, sections, etc. Please check the Graduate Studies web page (http://gradstudies.ucdavis.edu/students/filing.html) for any changes or updates.
This manual is typeset according to the conventions of the L A T E X docstrip utility which enables the automatic extraction of the L A T E X macro source files.
Usage
To create a dissertation or thesis which conforms to UC Davis requirements load the class with \documentclass[ class-options ]{ucdavisthesis} at the beginning of your your L A T E X 2 ε source file. The class-options are entered as a comma separated list (no spaces). They are described in detail in Section 3. The other commands (macros) necessary to put together a complete document are explained in Section 4.
Please look through the Sample_Dissertation_Main.tex file and its subfiles for the proper macro order and helpful suggestions for formatting and organization of your thesis.
Class Options
The ucdavisthesis class is in itself an alteration of the standard report class, thus it keeps most of its class options except those options that would make the document non-conforming and aren't likely to be used for drafts (e.g., twocolumn, notitlepage and a4paper). If you find yourself wanting report features that are not available, please let me know.
The possible options for the ucdavisthesis class are (default values are in angle brackets):
MA MS ME PhD DEngr
This option formats the title pages to conform to the requirements for a particular degree.
single double Sets the document line spacing. NOTE: single line spacing is non-conforming to the UCD format. However, even when using double spacing, environments like footnotes, captions and references are kept to single spacing. If there are problems with a particular environment becoming double spaced when using certain packages (e.g., natbib or chapterbib), see the \singlespacing command.
twoside false Two-sided printing (for a duplex printer). Adjusts margins and placement of page numbers and headers appropriately. NOTE: two-sided printing is non-conforming to the UCD Format.
openright openany This option only makes sense when using the twoside option. openright forces chapters to begin on odd (right-hand) pages only. The default, openany will start a chapter on the next page, whether it is even or odd.
draft draftcls final ucdavisthesis provides two draft modes as well as the normal final mode. The draft and draftcls options provide additional information in the running header, including the text "DRAFT", the time and date, etc. Additionally, draft puts every package used in the document into draft mode (disabling rendering of figures for most graphics packages), while draftcls confines the draft mode behavior to just the class file. 
Class Commands
This class file provides many commands that must be used to correctly format your dissertation or thesis. Some are self explanatory, others more obscure. I try to describe them all below.
Preliminary Page Commands
Use the following commands to produce all of the preliminary pages (e.g., title page, abstract, etc.). Theses should be used before the \makeintropages{} command is issued. This command sets the dissertation/thesis title. Formatting commands are \title allowed in the argument (e.g., \textit{}). The title must always be specified.
\title{ title } This command sets the dissertation/thesis author. Only one author is allowed.
\author
The author must always be specified. The graduate program name may be the same as the official major.
\graduateprogram{ program name } Set the document type to Thesis, and the degree name to the command's \thesis argument. This command is normally not needed, since an MA or MS option to \documentclass will do the same thing in all standard situations. Set the document type to Dissertation, and the degree name to the com\dissertation mand's argument. This command is normally not needed, since a PhD or DEngr option to \documentclass will do the same thing in all standard situations. Set the month in which the degree will be conferred, typically, March, June, \degreemonth September or December. Default is the current month (this may not be correct!).
\degreemonth{ month } Set the year in which the degree will be conferred. Default is the current year.
\degreeyear \degreeyear{ year } This command will place the committee members' names under the approval \committee lines. "Chair" appears before the first member's name. Your committee member names must be specified.
\committee{ member 1 }{ member 2 }{ member 3 } Set the year which appears in the copyright notice. Default is the degree year \copyrightyear (see above).
\copyrightyear{ year } Don't include a copyright notice at all. No page will be produced in its place.
\nocopyright
Default behavior is to include a copyright page.
Print the document title (on the Title and Abstract pages) at a particular \titlesize size. Default is \Large (17-point when using 12pt option). Although any L A T E X type size name will be accepted, the only other non-default value likely to give satisfactory results is \LARGE (20-point when using 12pt option).
\titlesize{ size name } 
UMI Abstract Formatting
This is usually only used in the final preparation of the dissertation. The text in the argument is used as the UMI abstract. Otherwise, it defaults \UMIabstract to using the text from \abstract (hence the square brackets). However, the UMI abstract can't exceed 350 words in length. The UMI abstract is separate from the dissertation abstract and should NOT be included as part of the submitted dissertation. Normally this command is called at the end of the main file, just before \end{document}. The command is ignored if twoside is enabled. The following commands set the official major and graduate program.
The following commands will process the MA, MS, ME, PhD, The following definitions provide a way to get single spacing in some types of environments like thebibliography. Just resetting \baselinestretch does not seem to work with some of the packages like natbib. The code is taken from setspace.sty version 6.7 by Geoffrey Tobin.
Line spacing command
Allow users to modify the \SetSinglespace value to something slightly more or less than 1 to help with unusual font heights (when compared to their point size). Modification of the L A T E X command \@setsize The meanings of the arguments to \@setsize appear to be (whatever these may signify): current size; font baselineskip; ignored (!); and font size. All margin dimensions measured from a point one inch from top and side of page (standard T E X). A little extra (0.1 in) is added on each side to ensure that the text will fall within the thesis margin limits even if photo-copying enlarges or misaligns it slightly.
According to the UCD format, margins are to be 1 inch on the top, right, left, and bottom with the page numbers allowed to be outside these margins.
Side Margins
128 \if@twoside % twoside is non-conforming to UC format 
Vertical Spacing
Top of page: \topmargin is the nominal distance from L A T E X's 1 inch top margin to the top of the box containing the running head. \headheight is the height of the box containing the running head. \headsep is the space between the running head and text.
135 \setlength{\topmargin}{-0.6in}
Bottom of page: \footskip is the distance from baseline of box containing foot to baseline of last line of text.
138 \setlength{\footskip}{0.6in}
Dimensions of Text
\textheight is the height of the text (including footnotes and figures, excluding running header and footer). \textwidth is the width of text line.
A \raggedbottom command causes 'ragged bottom' pages: pages set to natural height instead of being stretched to exactly \textheight.
Input Font Size Info
The appropriate ucdthesis1x.clo file defines things that depend on the type size. In order to meet the UCD requirements, font size must be between 10 and 13 points. 
Lists

Enumerate
Enumeration is done with four counters: enumi, enumii, enumiii and enumiv, where enumN controls the numbering of the N th level enumeration. The label is generated by the commands \labelenumi ... \labelenumiv. 
Itemize
Itemization is controlled by four commands: \labelitemi, \labelitemii, \labelitemiii, and \labelitemiv, which define the labels of the various itemization levels. 
Verse
The verse environment is defined by making clever use of the list environment's parameters. The user types \\ to end a line. This is implemented by \let'in \\ equal \@centercr. 
Labels
To change the formatting of the label, you must redefine \descriptionlabel. The value of the counter secnumdepth gives the depth of the highest-level sectioning command that is to produce section numbers. 329 \setcounter{secnumdepth}{3}
Appendix
The \appendix command must do the following: -reset the chapter counter to zero -set \@chapapp to Appendix (for messages) -redefine the chapter counter to produce appendix numbers -reset the section counter to zero -redefine the \chapter command if appendix titles and headings are to look different from chapter titles and headings. 
Default List Parameters
The following commands are used to set the default values for the list environment's parameters. See the L A T E X manual for an explanation of the meanings of the parameters. Defaults for the list environment are set as follows. First, \rightmargin, \listparindent and \itemindent are set to 0pt. Then, for a Kth level list, the command \@listK is called, where A \subsection command writes a \contentsline{ subsection }{ TITLE }{ PAGE } command on the .toc file, where TITLE contains the contents of the entry and PAGE is the page number. If subsections are being numbered, then TITLE will be of the form
where NUM is the number produced by \thesubsection. Other sectioning commands work similarly.
A \caption command in a figure environment writes
on the .lof file, where NUM is the number produced by \thefigure and CAP-TION is the figure caption. It works similarly for a 'table' environment. The command \contentsline{NAME} expands to \l@NAME. So, to specify the Table of Contents, we must define \l@chapter, \l@section, \l@subsection, ...; to specify the list of figures, we must define \l@figure; and so on. Most of these can be defined with the \@dottedtocline command, which works as follows.
An entry is produced only if LEVEL ≤ value of tocdepth counter. Note, \chapter is level 0, \section is level 1, etc. INDENT : The indentation from the outer left margin of the start of the contents line. NUMWIDTH : The width of a box in which the section number is to go, if TITLE includes a \numberline command.
This command uses the following three parameters, which are set with a \def (so em's can be used to make them depend upon the font). \@pnumwidth : The width of a box in which the page number is put. \@tocrmarg : The right margin for multiple line entries. One To define a float of type TYPE (e.g., TYPE = figure) , the document style must define the following.
\fps@TYPE : The default placement specifier for floats of type TYPE. \ftype@TYPE : The type number for floats of type TYPE. Each TYPE has associated a unique positive TYPE NUMBER, which is a power of two. E.g., figures might have type number 1, tables type number 2, programs type number 4, etc.
\ext@TYPE : The file extension indicating the file on which the contents list for float type TYPE is stored. For example, \ext@figure = 'lof'. The actual float-making environment commands-e.g., the commands \figure and \endfigure-are defined in terms of the macros \@float and \end@float, which are described below.
\@float{ TYPE }{ [ }PLACEMENT] : Macro to begin a float environment for a single-column float of type TYPE with PLACEMENT as the placement specifier. The default value of PLACEMENT is defined by \fps@TYPE. The environment is ended by \end@float. E.g., \figure == \@float{figure}, \endfigure == \end@float. 
Page Styles
The page style 'foo' is defined by defining the command \ps@foo. This command should make only local definitions. There should be no stray spaces in the definition, since they could lead to mysterious extra spaces in the output.
The \ps@... command defines the macros \@oddhead, \@oddfoot, \@evenhead, and \@evenfoot to define the running heads and feet-e.g., \@oddhead is the macro to produce the contents of the heading box for odd-numbered pages. It is called inside an \hbox of width \textwidth.
To make headings determined by the sectioning commands, the page style defines the commands \chaptermark, \sectionmark, ... , where \chaptermark{ TEXT } is called by \chapter to set a mark, and so on. The \...mark commands and the \...head macros are defined with the help of the following macros. (All the \...mark commands should be initialized to no-ops.)
MARKING CONVENTIONS: L A T E X extends T E X's \mark facility by producing two kinds of marks a 'left' and a 'right' mark, using the following commands: \markboth{ LEFT }{ RIGHT } : Adds both marks. \markright{ RIGHT } : Adds a 'right' mark. \leftmark : Used in the \@oddhead, \@oddfoot, \@evenhead or \@evenfoot macro, gets the current 'left' mark. Works like T E X's \botmark command. \rightmark : Used in the \@oddhead, \@oddfoot, \@evenhead or \@evenfoot macro, gets the current 'right' mark. Works like T E X's \firstmark command.
The marking commands work reasonably well for right marks 'numbered within' left marks-e.g., the left mark is changed by a \chapter command and the right mark is changed by a \section command. However, it does produce somewhat anomalous results if two \bothmark's occur on the same page. 534 \mark{{}{}} % Initializes TeX's marks
Preliminary Page Style
Definition of 'prelim' page style that is used for preliminary pages of the thesis (i.e., those that are numbered using small roman numbers (i, ii, iii, etc.) \FONTSIZE Name of font-size command. The currently available (preloaded) font sizes are: \vpt (5pt), \vipt (6pt), \viipt (etc.), \viiipt, \ixpt, \xpt, \xipt, \xiipt, \xivpt, \xviipt, \xxpt, \xxvpt.
\@FONTSIZE The same as the font-size command except with an @ in front-e.g., if \FONTSIZE = \xivpt then \@FONTSIZE = \@xivpt.
For reasons of efficiency that needn't concern the designer, the document class defines \@normalsize instead of \normalsize. This is done only for \normalsize, not for any other size-changing commands.
NOTE: All line spacings have been set to the nominal value times 1.3 (e.g., 15.6pt for 12-point type). If you change this spacing, you must make a corresponding change to the \@doublespacing value in the ucdavisthesis.cls file.
Font sizes are generally taken from L A T E X 2 ε 's sizexx.clo. 6.4 Paragraphing \parskip = Extra vertical space between paragraphs (default is 0). \parindent = Width of paragraph indentation. \topsep = Extra vertical space, in addition to \parskip, added above and below list and paragraphing environments. \partopsep = Extra vertical space, in addition to \parskip and \topsep, added when user leaves blank line before environment. \itemsep = Extra vertical space, in addition to \parskip, added between list items.
